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Building blocks of matter

electron

nucleus proton

neutron

quark 
gluon 

The building blocks of matter are quarks grouped in protons and neutrons
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Gravity

Weak force Strong force

Electromagnetic force
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The Strong force

Strong force

u

u d
proton

u

d d
neutron

The strong force binds quarks together 
to form protons and neutrons

The residual strong force binds the 
nucleus

Force carriers: gluons



Mediators: 8 gluons, massless and color charged
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Quantum Chromodynamics
The theory that describes the strong interaction is Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)

Charge: 3 color charges (red, green, blue)

Interaction with: color charged objects (quarks, gluons)

Range and strength: very strong, very short 

g

q

q

g

g

g

g

g

g

g

Coupling “constant”: , describes the strength of the interaction αs
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Confinement
 varies with the energy scaleαs

At low energy: , quarks are strongly boundαs → 1

Throughout these years, several individuals and/or groups have compiled
the available ↵s measurements and combined them into a single value. The
earliest attempt by Altarelli has already been discussed above. During the
nineties, the reference in terms of ↵s(M2

z) was established by the PDG,
in particular thanks to the PDG review on QCD by Hinchcli↵e (see, e.g.,
Refs. [44, 45]). An independent estimate of the WA value was published by
Schmelling [46] in 1997, based on his proposal for handling unknown cor-
relations. Then, during the first decade of this century, Bethke [9, 47, 48]
provided a number of comprehensive studies, that established the de-facto
WA value, despite the PDG still publishing an independent combination.
Since a few years this situation has been resolved, with Bethke now being
co-author (together with Dissertori and Salam) of the PDG review on QCD
that also contains the WA determination of ↵s. Figure 5 displays this, most
likely incomplete, collection of WA results as a function of time, nicely show-
ing the impressive progress made throughout the last decades. Finally, Fig. 6
presents an example [9] of inputs to the averaging procedure and the current
experimental status of the running of ↵s, showing excellent agreement with
the theoretical expectation.

QCD αs(Mz) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006

Z pole fit  
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Figure 6: Left: List of individual ↵s(M2

z) measurements and their comparison
to the world average from Ref. [9] in 2000; Right: current status of the
running of ↵s, as summarised in Ref. [2].

17

quarks are confined 

into hadrons
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Mesons and Baryons
Hadrons are colorless objects

Baryons

Mesons

Charge: red + blue + green

Charge: color + anti-color

What happens if we try to separate a  pair?qq̄

Gluon tube between 
quarks elongates

Strong force gets stronger 
with the distance

new quark-antiquark pairs

are created
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Lattice QCD
Imagine you have this QCD Lagrangian:

<latexit sha1_base64="PoP0HyanXEMwaxKeLpiI/vsiQRU=">AAAClXicbZFdaxQxFIYz41ddv9Z64YU3wUXYUrvMlKK9WWhrWbwQrdBtC5PZIZPNbEOTzJAPcQn5R/4a7/w3ZmZXqa0HAg/vm5OTc07ZcKZNkvyK4jt3791/sPGw9+jxk6fP+s83z3RtFaFTUvNaXZRYU84knRpmOL1oFMWi5PS8vPrQ+uffqNKslqdm2dBc4IVkFSPYBKno/0ACm0uCufvk4RjuoEph4lLvdn3nKOFOlc8mhUPCImn9ZPaH8m2krSgcG6d+5j4XlYeoxMqhRrOC+eH3reHfx4/9tijY1soKDoJvEbzmjtECC4FnwmaowcowzItQBu5AtjjsKCTlRX+QjJIu4G1I1zAA6zgp+j/RvCZWUGkIx1pnadKY3LUFCKe+h6ymDSZXeEGzgBILqnPXTdXDN0GZw6pW4UgDO/V6hsNC66Uow822EX3Ta8X/eZk11X7umGysoZKsClWWQ1PDdkVwzhQlhi8DYKJY+CsklzjsxYRF9sIQ0pst34az3VH6brT3dW9wcLQexwZ4BV6DIUjBe3AAPoITMAUk2oz2o8PoKH4Zj+PjeLK6GkfrnBfgn4i//Ab7E8o3</latexit>

L = �1

2
Tr[Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ ] +

NfX

i=1

 ̄i(x)(D +mi) i(x) , D = �mu[@µ � igAµ(x)]

Lattice QCD breaks up spacetime into a grid:
Quarks are lattice sites
Gluons are links connecting sites

Only considers nearest-neighbor interactions

 Continuum: infinitely large lattice of infinitely close sites

Advantages Disadvantages
Great predictive power

Rigorous calculation

systematically improved

Need supercomputers

Gives numbers
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Figure 1. Lattice QCD discretization illustration. Quark fields lie on the grid points, and gluon are
represented by links connecting two points.

the fermion actions)[4–6], GRID (for the domain wall fermion and etc.) [7], GWU-code (for
the overlap and clover fermion)[8, 9], and so on.

On the other hand, few e�cient codes support AMD GPU except some e↵ort with OpenCL
(e.g. CL2QCD[10]), while the peak performance of the AMD GPU have caught up and the
E-flops supercomputer “Frontier" with AMD GPU will be built in US by 2021. An open-
source programming platform ROCm(Radeon Open Compute), therefore was promoted by
AMD in recent years to improving the experience of programming on its own CPU/GPUs.

ROCm[11] platform is "the first open-source HPC/Hyperscale-class platform for GPU com-

puting", still young and under active development. It supports kinds of languages such as
HIP[12], OpenCL and Python, and supports both AMD’s and NVIDIA’s GPUs, as shown
in Fig. 2. One can write one set of codes using ROCm/HIP to support both AMD’s and
NVIDIA’s hardwares, which is convenient, and can port CUDA codes into ROCm/HIP with
the help of o�cial porting tools like hipify-perl[13].

Figure 2. ROCm platform supports languages such as HIP, OpenCL and Python etc., and supports
hardwares of AMD and of NVIDIA.

2

EPJ Web of Conferences 245, 09008 (2020)
CHEP 2019

https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/202024509008
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Asymptotic freedom

Throughout these years, several individuals and/or groups have compiled
the available ↵s measurements and combined them into a single value. The
earliest attempt by Altarelli has already been discussed above. During the
nineties, the reference in terms of ↵s(M2

z) was established by the PDG,
in particular thanks to the PDG review on QCD by Hinchcli↵e (see, e.g.,
Refs. [44, 45]). An independent estimate of the WA value was published by
Schmelling [46] in 1997, based on his proposal for handling unknown cor-
relations. Then, during the first decade of this century, Bethke [9, 47, 48]
provided a number of comprehensive studies, that established the de-facto
WA value, despite the PDG still publishing an independent combination.
Since a few years this situation has been resolved, with Bethke now being
co-author (together with Dissertori and Salam) of the PDG review on QCD
that also contains the WA determination of ↵s. Figure 5 displays this, most
likely incomplete, collection of WA results as a function of time, nicely show-
ing the impressive progress made throughout the last decades. Finally, Fig. 6
presents an example [9] of inputs to the averaging procedure and the current
experimental status of the running of ↵s, showing excellent agreement with
the theoretical expectation.

QCD αs(Mz) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006

Z pole fit  
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Figure 6: Left: List of individual ↵s(M2

z) measurements and their comparison
to the world average from Ref. [9] in 2000; Right: current status of the
running of ↵s, as summarised in Ref. [2].
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 varies with the energy scaleαs

Asymptotic freedom

At high energy: , quarks are weakly coupledαs → 0

quarks are seen as 
individuals
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Perturbative QCD

Alternatively, another viable approach for that is produced quantum-mechanically by the
disordering induced by strong fluctuations resulting from low-dimensionality effects themselves
or by frustration effects in 2D models. These interacting regimes in turn do not have any
broken symmetry realized in the ground state and, as a result, all the correlations are purely
short-ranged in real space. In view of this, in principle, there can be no gapless excitations in
those cases, since Goldstone’s theorem does not apply anymore. These exotic states cannot be
described by the conventional Landau’s theory mentioned before, and are commonly referred
to as spin liquid ground states. Their existence was first predicted by Anderson long ago in
the context of a Heisenberg model defined on a 2D triangular lattice [5], and in [6] a decade
later, and they might possibly hold the key for the appropriate theoretical explanation of the
underlying mechanism of the high-Tc superconductors.

To understand these issues better, theorists have been generally looking for similar physics
in simpler models. For instance, in strictly one-dimensional (1D) systems, the situation is far
more understood in that respect [7, 8, 9]. It is by now very well-established that Landau’s Fermi
liquid description breaks down completely in those particular cases. In fact, the appropriate
effective low-energy theory for the 1D metallic state is instead the so-called Luttinger liquid.
This happens due to specific features associated with 1D, i.e, the always nested Fermi surface
(FS) consisting of only two discrete points (+kF and −kF ), and the very restricted phase space
available for the elementary excitations above the corresponding ground state. Consequently,
the low-energy excitation spectrum becomes fundamentally dominated by bosonic collective
excitations given by two types: the holons and the spinons excitations. These particles in turn
imply an exact separation of the charge and spin degrees of freedom in the system. As a result,
they are most effective in destroying completely the fundamental picture of well-defined low-lying
quasiparticles, which are the basis of Fermi liquid theory.

In this paper, it is our main goal to investigate the low-energy properties of the well-known
2D repulsive HM for densities slightly away from half-filling. To do this, we analyze two central
quantities of the model: the uniform charge and spin susceptibilities. We choose these two
physical quantities in view of the fact that they naturally provide important information about
the existence or not of low-lying excitations in the system. As will become clear soon, to perform
a full renormalization group (RG) calculation of those quantities, it is essential to set up at least
a two-loop order RG calculation for it. As a testing ground of this approach, we first calculate
these quantities in the 1D repulsive HM away from half-filling. In this case, we show that both
quantities approach finite values, and the resulting low-energy description is indeed a metallic

Figure 1. The Feynman diagrams for the one-particle irreducible four-point function
Γ(4)(p1, p2, p3, p4) in the backscattering channel up to two-loop order (third order). The free
propagators are represented by either solid or dashed lines according to their association with
the corresponding branches.

In high-energy regimes, αs ≪ 1

Perturbative expansion in  of an observable  can be written as:  αs f
 f = αs f1 + α2

s f2 + α3
s f3 + . .

Only the first, two or three terms are calculated

The others are assumed to be negligible 
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Factorization theorem

p

p

g

g

q

q

X

The Factorization theorem separates the perturbative and non-perturbative parts of a process:

Cross section of a generic final state  in pp collisions: X σpp→X = ∑
i,j

∫ dx1dx2 fi(x1)fj(x2) ̂σij→X(x1, x2)

Perturbative Non-perturbativeUniversal 
distributions
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Evidence for quarks
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Let’s fire electrons at protons and observed how the electrons bounced off:

Deep inelastic scattering

u

u
d

e-

e-

e-

e-

e-

e-

e-

Observation:

If an electron comes closer than a femtometer, the 
electron bounces off or passes through the proton

Conclusion:

Point-like charges inside the proton
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Evidence for color
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 annihilation:e+e−

q

q

e+

e-

γ
μ+

μ−

e+

e-

γ

R =
σhadrons

σmuons
=

∑ σqq̄

σmuons
= ∑ ( qq

e )
2

The flavor production depends on the energy, 
for ,  and  
are produced:

s > 2mb ∼ 10 GeV u, d, s, c b

R = 3 [( 2
3 )

2

+ ( −1
3 )

2

+ ( −1
3 )

2

+ ( 2
3 )

2

+ ( −1
3 )

2

] =
11
3 “Review of Particle Properties”, 

Phys. Rev. D45, 1 (1992)

11/3

11/9
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Evidence for gluons
 are perfect tools:e+e−

no hadron in the initial state  very clear environment→

Main process: e+e− → Z0/γ* → qq̄

q

q

e+

e-

g
γ

q

q

e+

e-

γ

e+e- collider, √s = 12-47 GeV

3-jet event, JADE detector at PETRA, DESY
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Evidence for gluon coupling
 are perfect tools:e+e−

no hadron in the initial state  very clear environment→

Main process: e+e− → Z0/γ* → qq̄

q

q

e+

e-

g
γ

g

q

q

e+

e-

γ

q

q

e+

e-

g
γ

g

q

q

e+

e-

g
γ

g

g

q

q

e+

e-

g
γ

q

q

e+e- collider, √s = 200 GeV

4-jet event, ALEPH detector at LEP-I Batoul Diab - JRJC 2023
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Phase transition: Quark Gluon Plasma 

D
in

g,
 K

ar
sc

h,
 M

uk
he

rje
e 

15
04

.0
52

74
 

•Critical End Point
Computed on 
lattice QCD

© R. Arleo

Low temperature and density  hadronic matter→

Matter can exist in different forms

High temperature and/or density  Quark Gluon Plasma→

Reproduced at colliders with heavy-ion collisions
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Heavy-ion collisions
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collision QGP hadronization freezeout

Initial nucleon-nucleon 
collisions

Hadronization

Kinetic freeze-out

collision QGP hadronization freezeout

collision QGP hadronization freezeout

collision QGP hadronization freezeout

Quark Gluon Plasma
collision QGP hadronization freezeout

Ultra-relativistic heavy 
nuclei

Ti
m

e

Initial nucleon-
nucleon collisions

Heavy flavor production
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Heavy-ion collisions
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collision QGP hadronization freezeout

Initial nucleon-nucleon 
collisions

Hadronization

Kinetic freeze-out

collision QGP hadronization freezeout

collision QGP hadronization freezeout

collision QGP hadronization freezeout

Quark Gluon Plasma
collision QGP hadronization freezeout

Ultra-relativistic heavy 
nuclei

Ti
m

e
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Probes of the QGP

q 

g 

Q

QQ

𝛄*,W,Z

𝛄

Induced gluon 
radiation

Energy loss

Dissociation

Controls 

Fast colour triplet

Fast colour octet

Slow colour triplet

Slow colour 
singlet/octet

Colourless

Colourless

QGP

©
 R

. A
rle

o

QGP not “directly” observed

(lasts only a few fm/c!)

Recipe:

Several probes


Good reference system
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Probes of the QGP: Quarkonia

©
 R

. A
rle

o

J/  is made of ψ cc̄

Less J/  in PbPb than ppψ
c

J/ 
<latexit sha1_base64="c8HyLjMKLPd5Cxf7lvEoBhqfMJQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe6KoMeiF/FUwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqKWtQJZRuh8QwwSVrWG4FayeakTgUrBWObqZ+64lpw5V8sOOEBTEZSB5xSqyTmndn3cTwXrniVb0Z8DLxc1KBHPVe+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYpNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2uneATp/RxpLQrafFM/T2RkdiYcRy6zpjYoVn0puJ/Xie10VWQcZmklkk6XxSlAluFp6/jPteMWjF2hFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/HlZdI8r/pe1b+/qNSu8ziKcATHcAo+XEINbqEODaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj7mrQWUzxzCH6DPHye2jtc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c8HyLjMKLPd5Cxf7lvEoBhqfMJQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe6KoMeiF/FUwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqKWtQJZRuh8QwwSVrWG4FayeakTgUrBWObqZ+64lpw5V8sOOEBTEZSB5xSqyTmndn3cTwXrniVb0Z8DLxc1KBHPVe+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYpNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2uneATp/RxpLQrafFM/T2RkdiYcRy6zpjYoVn0puJ/Xie10VWQcZmklkk6XxSlAluFp6/jPteMWjF2hFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/HlZdI8r/pe1b+/qNSu8ziKcATHcAo+XEINbqEODaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj7mrQWUzxzCH6DPHye2jtc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c8HyLjMKLPd5Cxf7lvEoBhqfMJQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe6KoMeiF/FUwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqKWtQJZRuh8QwwSVrWG4FayeakTgUrBWObqZ+64lpw5V8sOOEBTEZSB5xSqyTmndn3cTwXrniVb0Z8DLxc1KBHPVe+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYpNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2uneATp/RxpLQrafFM/T2RkdiYcRy6zpjYoVn0puJ/Xie10VWQcZmklkk6XxSlAluFp6/jPteMWjF2hFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/HlZdI8r/pe1b+/qNSu8ziKcATHcAo+XEINbqEODaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj7mrQWUzxzCH6DPHye2jtc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="c8HyLjMKLPd5Cxf7lvEoBhqfMJQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqe6KoMeiF/FUwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqKWtQJZRuh8QwwSVrWG4FayeakTgUrBWObqZ+64lpw5V8sOOEBTEZSB5xSqyTmndn3cTwXrniVb0Z8DLxc1KBHPVe+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYpNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2uneATp/RxpLQrafFM/T2RkdiYcRy6zpjYoVn0puJ/Xie10VWQcZmklkk6XxSlAluFp6/jPteMWjF2hFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/HlZdI8r/pe1b+/qNSu8ziKcATHcAo+XEINbqEODaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj7mrQWUzxzCH6DPHye2jtc=</latexit>

c

T

450 MeV

240 MeV

200 MeV

1/⟨r⟩

J/ψ(1S)

𝛘 (1P)

𝛘 (1P)

ϒ(1S)

b

c

The QGP screens the interaction 
between the  quarksc

QGP thermometer!
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Probes of the QGP: Jets

©
 R

. A
rle

o

QGP

Jets are the experimental 
signatures of partons

Momentum conservation 

 dijet events→

In the QGP, the jets traverse 
different lengths
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Probes of the QGP: Jets

©
 R

. A
rle

o

QGP

Jets are the experimental 
signatures of partons

Momentum conservation 

 dijet events→

In the QGP, the jets traverse 
different lengths

Jets lose energy when they 
interact with the QGP

Jet Quenching!
Batoul Diab - JRJC 2023
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Collectivity in HI collisions

x

y z
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x

y

px

py

Coordinate space:

Initial asymmetry

Momental space:

Final asymmetry

Collective interaction 
pressure

Larger acceleration along 
smaller dimension x

Collectivity  emitted particle exhibit a common property≡

Anisotropic flow
 Elliptic flow: v2 ≡ average over all particles of cos(2 )ϕ

Heavy-ion collisions produce tiny droplets of relativistic fluid
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Collectivity in HI collisions

x

y z
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x

y

px

py

Coordinate space:

Initial asymmetry

Momental space:

Final asymmetry

Collective interaction 
pressure

Larger acceleration along 
smaller dimension x

Triangular flow: v3 ≡ average over all particles of cos(3 )ϕ

Collectivity  emitted particle exhibit a common property≡

Anisotropic flow

Heavy-ion collisions produce tiny droplets of relativistic fluid
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Collectivity in HI collisions

x

y z
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Heavy-ion collisions produce tiny droplets of relativistic fluid

x

y

px

py

Coordinate space:

Initial asymmetry

Momental space:

Final asymmetry

Collective interaction 
pressure

Larger acceleration along 
smaller dimension x

Collectivity  emitted particle exhibit a common property≡

Quadrangular flow:  v4 ≡ average over all particles of cos(4 )ϕ

Anisotropic flow
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Conclusion
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Hadronic physics studies the structure, the properties and the interactions of hadrons

Vast domain : theoretical and experimental


